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Q1
When one yacht has a penalty, can the other yacht slow it’s own VMG to slow the
progress of the first yacht’s penalty for its own tactical gain?
A1
The other yacht may slow it’s own VMG without that action breaking a rule. Rule 44.3(b)
allows the umpires to signal a penalty complete if they believe the penalized yacht is
reducing its VMG but the loss of distance is not being incurred as intended. Based on the
question asked, when the umpires are certain that the non-penalized yacht is slowing it’s
VMG for tactical gain, they will act under rule 44.3(b).
Q2
When both yachts have a penalty, one of which is for OCS, will the umpires slow the lead
yacht until they are both even and, if so, which yacht’s true wind axis will you use?
A2
The umpires will manage this scenario under rule 44.3(b).
In practice, the umpires first signal that the penalty is completed for the yacht they
determine is behind and then, using the wind data of the yacht that is behind, the
umpires will signal that the remaining penalty is complete when both yachts are even on
the course based on the true wind axis. Using rule 44.3(b), the umpires may determine
that the yachts are even using more than just the non-penalized yacht’s true wind axis.
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Q3
Can a yacht taking a penalty luff the other yacht in its required action of slowing its own
VMG?
A3
After the starting signal, the penalized yacht is required to act immediately to reduce her
VMG/VMC. If the umpires are certain that a luff by the penalized yacht is an act to reduce
her VMG / VMC then the penalized yacht is not breaching rule 44. The right of way rules
do not change when a yacht is taking a penalty and there is no rule that limits the course
of a penalized yacht.
Q4
When a yacht is taking a penalty, would her sailing higher or lower angles to slow her
VMG now be considered as her proper course?
A4
No.
Q5
How does a yacht request redress if its score has been made worse by the action of a
yacht or support person that resulted in a penalty or warning for breaking rules 2 or 69?
A5
A yacht would need to ‘red flag protest’ the other yacht under rule 60.1(b) when it
involves an allegation of a yacht breaking rule 2. A yacht would report to the Jury as
required by rule 60.1(c) if it believed that a support person had breached rule 2. A yacht
would report to the Arbitration Panel as required by rule 60.1(c) if it was requesting action
under rule 69.2(b). If the Jury penalizes a yacht for a breach of rule 2, or the Arbitration
Panel penalizes or warns under rule 69.2, the Jury or Arbitration Panel can then consider
redress (refer rules 64.1(c) and 64.3).
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